Year 11 Advanced pathway 1

Common Module

Mod A: Module A Narratives that shape our world: The End of the World

Module B: Critical Study of Literature

Year 11 Advanced pathway 2

Common Module

Module A: Narratives that shape our world: Doomed Romance

Module B: Critical study of Literature - Othello
ATTACHMENT 4 – SUGGESTED PATHWAYS FOR YEAR 11 ADVANCED

Common: Reading to write

Module A Narratives that shape our world: The Tragic Downfall

Module B Critical Study of Literature: Yeats or Auden

Mod A: Module A Narratives that shape our world

Module B Critical Study of Literature
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**Year 11 Advanced pathway 5**

Mod A: Module A Narratives that shape our world

Module B Critical Study of Literature

**Year 11 Advanced pathway 6**

Mod A: Module A Narratives that shape our world

Module B Critical Study of Literature